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Conveyor solutions – are the special field of Max Dörr

Förderanlagen GmbH.

Founded 1966 in Gemmingen near Heilbronn Max Dörr can look

back with pride on its company development.

In Line with a constant growing demand for conveyors and allied

services the company developed through the years from a manu-

facturer to a turnkey systems provider.

Today Max Dörr Förderanlagen GmbH  engineers and manufac-

tures conveyor systems for specific customer requirements. This

includes system design, engineering, individual construction and

assembly as well as updating the conveyor systems to the ever

changing customer requirements.

With a facility including a workshop of modern machine tools

and 2.500 m2 of production space, Max Dörr Förderanlagen

GmbH is geared for the manufacture of conveyor components,

complete systems and special conveyors.

Overall, Max Dörr Förderanlagen GmbH concentrates on the use

of the latest technologies for integrated and long lasting solu-

tions. The emphasis being on speed, flexibility, innovation and

customer specific service.

Goods conveyor for cartons, totes, etc.
Belt conveyor, roller conveyor, etc.

Conveyors for handling steel plattens used on
assembly lines in the automotive industry
(VW Wolfsburg)

180° Belt bend with zero inside radius

Telescopic belt conveyor for vehicle 
loading / unloading

Belt bend 90°



� Pallet conveyor
� Tote conveyor
� Carton conveyor
� Stainless steel conveyor
� Transport systems for motors, wheels and tyres
� Conveyors for handling seats
� Skid- and platten conveyor
� Indexing conveyors
� Unloading conveyors for sheet-steel metal presses
� Wastepaper handling conveyors
� Belt bends

Convey ing wi th  the  la tes t  
techno logy –  f ree  o f  prob lems

� Belt conveyor for light and heavy goods
� Elevator / lowerator using belts, chains or steel ropes
� Roller conveyor
� Accumulation conveyor
� Chain conveyor
� Transfers
� Lifting stations
� Turntables
� Heavy goods roller conveyor
� Telescopic belt conveyor
� Magnetic belt conveyor

Many well known companies use the range of products of Max Dörr. Last but not least the strength of Max Dörr Förderanlagen GmbH

consists in individual manufacturing and ability to adapt to specific needs of the customer. 

The Max Dörr product range includes the complete spectrum of goods conveyors such as: 

Pallet conveyor for euro, mesh, steel 
and special pallets

Engine transport system for DaimlerChrysler
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Max Dörr Förderanlagen GmbH  � Robert-Bosch-Straße 2  � D-75050 Gemmingen

Tel.: +49 (0) 72 67/91 22-0  � Fax: +49 (0) 72 67/91 22-22  � e-mail: info@max-doerr.de  � www.max-doerr.de
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